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Many brands fail to target 
customers at the correct time. As a 

starting point examine when 
customers from peak period 

typically repurchase and create a 
campaign based around these 
timings. This will vary between 

the types of products and 
categories or whether it was a gift, 

which can be used to refine the 
timing and segments for your 

campaign.

CREATE YOUR
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32% of customers make asecond purchaseduring their first yearas a customer.
What are you doing tomaximise the value ofthese customers?
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Categories or Products
Target based on the categories 
or products purchased. This will 

help you develop spend 
stretch content based on their 

spending.

Engagement Driven
Target your most 

engaged segment of 
single purchasers, based 

on their engagement
during peak period.

Predictive Analytics 
Use RedEye’s predictive
modelling to identify the 

right opportunity amongst 
your peak period single 

purchasers, such as who is 
likely to purchase in the 

next 30 days. 
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Top Tip
A/B test your email campaigns to identifyconversion driving

content
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Using segmentation totarget customers delivered a year-on-yearrevenue increase of 44%for allbeauty.

75% of marketers have seen

benefits of cross-channel

communications, increasing

conversion, retention

and brand advocacy.

(Smart Insights)
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Pandemic Edition

To find out how RedEye can help you to 
generate more 2nd purchasers contact us today.

--

One of the largest segments of customers within your database after the 
pandemic will nearly always be seasonal single purchasers.

But with only a 27% chance that they’ll purchase again, how are you going to 
convert them into multiple purchasers in 2021? These latest insights and tips from 

RedEye may well help …


